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1 Extending IM-Common Master 
IM-Common Master can be extended via three different ways as follows. 

 

 API listeners 

In the API for IM- Common Master, any number of listeners may be defined which execute processings 

synchronized with the timing of occurrence of events such as registration and update. By using the listeners, 

specific operations and controls may be added in line with execution of some processing such as update and 

deletion for IM-Common Master.  

Transactions are administered collectively and therefore they will not be committed unless successfully 

processed including the listeners.  

 Tab for IM-Common Master Maintenance 

Editing screen for IM-Common Master Maintenance provides tab-style interfaces and a screen for editing 

extended information may be added as a new tab. This allows adding a table for extended information, 

which can be updated at the time of editing IM-Common Master.  

In addition, a tab for searching may be added in the search screen.  

 Tab for Common Search screen 

As with Master Maintenance screen, Common Search screen provides tab-style interfaces by which search 

processing can be added. By implementing original search processing as an extra tab, integrated operation 

would be easily realized.  

 

This guide describes how to create these extensions respectively.  

1.1 Prerequisite knowledge 
This document describes how to implement various codes presented as examples, based on the functions actually 

provided by IM-Common Master.  

As a prerequisite, general knowledge about Java is required for creating API listeners and knowledge about Script 

Development Model is required for creating an extra tab in the screen.  

In addition, knowledge about PluginManager and im-JSPackman is also required as technical elements, which will 

not be explained in detail in this guide. Please refer to the following documents as appropriate.  

1.1.1 Plugin Manager 
Master Maintenance screen and API for IM-Common Master are configured so as to extend their features in the 

form of plug-in. When adding a plug-in, create the implementation of the plug-in with its content being in 

accordance with the extension point, and describe the configuration file for Plugging-in to the target extension 

point.  

Relationship between extension point and plug-in is managed by PluginManager. PluginManager automatically 

selects a plug-in with higher priority in the event of, for example, competition in extension towards an identical 

extension point.  

When creating extensions of Master Maintenance screen and API for IM-Common Master, knowledge about 

PluginManager is required in advance. For details on PluginManager, please refer to the section for PluginManager 

in the API list.  
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1.1.2 im-JSPackman 
im-JSPackman is a framework of Client Side Javascript, developed by OPEN INTRA-MART 

(http://oss.intra-mart.jp/). Using im-JSPackman allows classification and package management of Client Side 

Javascript. With the policy of plug-in structure, we have meant to avoid conflicting implementation between 

plug-ins and to clarify interdependence, by using im-JSPackman.  

When creating tab extensions for Master Maintenance screen and for Common Search screen, knowledge about 

im-JSPackman is required in advance. Details on im-JSPackman can be found in the documents at:  

http://oss.intra-mart.org/projects/im-ajax/wiki/im-JSPackman 

1.2 Notation 
This guide uses some notations as follows for descriptions that vary depending on the environment and 

implementation. Each of them should be read according to the installation environment and the implementation 

actually created.  

 

notation meaning 

%plugin_id% plug-in ID. This should be defined by the implementer of the plug-in.  

http://oss.intra-mart.jp/
http://oss.intra-mart.org/projects/im-ajax/wiki/im-JSPackman
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2 Extending API 

2.1 Overview of API 
This section describes the structure of API for IM-Common Master.  

Inside the manager, implementation which actually carries out data access is separated and functions of the 

manager are provided by means of incorporating accessor into database, using the mechanism of Plug-in.  

This also makes it possible to create an original implementation class as Plug-in and to run any completely different 

implementation without changing the interface.  

2.1.1 Interfaces for Manager class and Execution class 
All Managers are in the form inheriting AbstractManager.  

Manager itself does not access to database directly. Classes which actually access directly to the database are 

separated into other packages via interfaces.  

 

An example of class structure of a Company/Department Manager is shown in "Fig. 2-1: Example of 

Company/Department Manager" as follows.  

As shown in the figure, five types of interface (Writer, Reader, Listener, Exporter, Importer) for implementation 

classes are always defined for each Manager.  

 
 Fig. 2-1: Example of Company/Department Manager 

 common/abstract class 

 This is an abstract class for management of common processing for various managers.  

 

 Company API package 

 CompanyManager 

This is an implementation class for the Company/Department Manager. 

 CompanyWriter 

This is an interface which supports writing into Company/Department entities.  

If more than one implementation classes have been defined, the one with the highest priority will be 

common/abstract class 

Company API package 

<<interface>> <<interface>> <<interface>> <<interface>> <<interface>> 

Company API implementation package 
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employed.  

 CompanyReader 

This is an interface which supports reading from Company/Department entities.  

If more than one implementation classes have been defined, the one with the highest priority will be 

employed.  

 CompanyListener 

This is an interface for listeners within Company/Department Manager.  

It uses every implementation class defined as Plug-in.  

 CompanyExporter 

This is an interface which supports export processing for Company/Department entities.  

If more than one implementation classes have been defined, the one with the highest priority will be 

employed.  

 CompanyImporter 

This is an interface which supports import processing for Company/Department entities.  

If more than one implementation classes have been defined, the one with the highest priority will be 

employed.  

 

For details on each interface, please refer to the API list for IM-Common Master.  
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2.1.2 Interfaces for model classes 
Model objects to be returned upon execution of some method of a Manager have been implemented in combination 

with several types of interfaces.  

Structure of groups of interfaces used as models is shown in "Fig. 2-2: Groups of interfaces for model classes" as 

follows.  

 

+getCategoryType()
+setCategoryType()

<<インタフェース>>
ICategoryType

+isDisable()
+setDisable()

<<インタフェース>>
IDisable

getRank()
setRank()

<<インタフェース>>
IRank

createLocaleElement()
getDefaultLocale()
getDefaultLocaleElement()
getLocaleElement()
getLocales()
putLocaleElement()
removeLocaleElement()
setDefaultLocale()

<<インタフェース>>
IWithLocale

getRecordDate()
getRecordUserCd()
setRecordDate()
setRecordUserCd()

<<インタフェース>>
IRecorder

+getEndDate()
+getStartDate()
+getTermCd()
+setEndDate()
+setStartDate()
+setTermCd()

<<インタフェース>>
ITerm

getSortKey()
setSortKey()

<<インタフェース>>
ISortable

<<implementation class>>
Term

+getDescription()
+getDisplayName()
+setDisplayName()
+setDescription()

<<インタフェース>>
ListNode

+addChild()
+getChildren()
+hasChildren()
+removeChild()

<<インタフェース>>
TreeNode

 
Fig. 2-2: Groups of interfaces for model classes 

 

Below are overview descriptions of each interface. For details, please refer to the API List.  

 ICategoryType 

This represents a model having a category (user category, department category, public group category).  

 IRecorder 

This represents a model which records date of update and user who updated.  

 ISortable 

This represents a model retaining sort keys and being allowed to configure any sequence.  

 IRank 

This represents a model which can be ranked.  

 IWithLocale 

This represents a model allowed to handle internationalization information.  

 IDisable 

This represents a model retaining deletion flag and being allowed to execute logical deletion.  

 TreeNode 

This represents a model allowed to retain hierarchical structure.  

 ListNode 

This represents a model view with list format.  

 ITerm 

This represents a model which can be terminalized.  

 

<<interface>> 
<<interface>> <<interface>> 

<<interface>> 

<<interface>> <<interface>> <<interface>> <<interface>> <<interface>> 
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2.2 Adding listener to API (Manager) 
This section describes how to add a listener.  

An optional processing may be added at the timing when the Manager attempts to make some change in the 

information on the database. This is called a "listener". Changing some data from each application to IM-Common 

Master needs to be done via each Manager. However, by adding a listener it becomes possible to update original 

data in conjunction with updating information in IM-Common Master and to implement additional checking 

process.  

A listener is implemented using a listener interface corresponding to the respective Manager. Methods defined for 

listener interfaces are largely divided to those for addition, change and deletion, each of which will be called when 

the Manager operates the database. Operation of a listener is outlined in "Fig. 2-3: Operation of a listener: 

Overview" as follows.  

 

 
Fig. 2-3: Operation of a listener: Overview 

 

Available listener interfaces are listed in 5.1 Information about extending Managers. However, with respect to the 

timing at which each method should be called, please refer to the detailed description shown in the API list for 

IM-Common Master and the List of Listener definitions for IM-Common Master.  

 

The following two tasks are required for implementing a listener:  

 

 implementing the listener class 

 creating plugin.xml 

 

Below are the steps in series.  
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2.2.1 Implementing the listener class 
A listener class should be implemented having the listener interface implemented.  

 

The listener should be implemented using Java. Each Manager has its own listener interface defined and therefore 

corresponding interface needs to be implemented depending on the processing to be carried out.  

 

The following "List 2-1: An example of a listener for Company/Department Manager" shows an example of a 

listener for Company/Department Manager. It describes the processing in which CompanyListener interface is 

implemented and createCompanyPost method is overridden, in order to implement another processing when 

registering a post in the company/department.  

 

List 2-1: An example of a listener for Company/Department Manager 
 

public class SynchronousCompanyListener implements CompanyListener { 

 

 /** 

  * Listener method to be called upon creation of a post 
  */ 

 @Override  

 public void createCompanyPost(IAppCmnInfo info, List<CompanyPost> list) 

   throws BizApiException { 

  try{ 

   ICompanyPostBizKey postBizKey = list.get(list.size() - 1); 

   if(!postBizKey.getCompanyCd().equals(postBizKey.getDepartmentSetCd())){ 

    return; 

   } 

     

    ・・(skipped)・・ 

    

   } catch (AccessSecurityException ex) { 

    throw new BizApiException(ex); 

   } 

  } 

 

    ・・(skipped)・・ 

 

 

Each listener interface has several methods defined which will be called at some specific timing from the Manager. 

Details on Manager and corresponding listener interfaces are organized in the separately published document "List 

of Listener definitions for IM-Common Master". Please refer to it when implementing required interface.  

 

Class file for the implemented listener class should be deployed at the path passing "classpath" of intra-mart Accel 

Platform.  
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2.2.2 Creating plugin.xml 
API listeners are to be added in the form of Plug-in and therefore plugin.xml file should be created so that the 

listener could be read by PluginManager.  

Pug-in is a function that adds some function to the extension point which should be made available in advance. To 

add a listener, it should be added such that a Plug-in is configured for the extension point provided by each 

Manager in advance.  

For details on the extension points provided by each Manager, please refer to 5.1 "List of extension points for 

Managers".  

An example of setting file "plugin.xml" which configures a Plug-in into the extension point for the 

Company/Department Manager is shown in "List 2-2: plugin.xml for extending into Company/Department 

Manager" as follows.  

 

List 2-2: plugin.xml for extending into Company/Department Manager 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<plugin> 

    <extension 

        point="jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.company" > 

        <accessor 

            name="standard" 

            id="jp.co.intra_mart.standard" 

            version="8.0.0" 

            rank="1" > 

            <listener class="jp.co.intra_mart.system.master.sync.SynchronousCompanyListener" /> 

        </accessor> 

    </extension> 

</plugin> 

 

 

For details on how to write plugin.xml and its structure, please refer to the API document for PluginManager. 

Descriptions herein are limited to the extent necessary for adding listeners.  

 

 <extension> tag 

 "point" attribution: extension point to which the Plug-in should be added. In this example, extension 

point for the Company/Department Manager is specified.  

 <accessor> tag 

 Attributes such as name, id, version, and rank are used for, for example, management of 

interdependence by PluginManager. Please refer to the document for PluginManager.  

 <listener> tag 

 This tag describes information about implementation to be added as a listener.  

 For "class" attribute, FQDN for the class which implemented the listener interface to be added as 

Plug-in.  

 

This xml file should be located in the directory administered by PluginManager. Specifically, the path is as follows.  

 
<(deployed war）/WEB-INF/plugin/%plugin_id%/plugin.xml> 

 

In case of any change in plugin.xml, intra-mart needs to be restarted.  

Thus, implementation of the listener is complete.  
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3 Extending Master Maintenance screen 
Many of the screens for updating detailed information of master maintenance functions and for entering search 

conditions have interfaces with tabs. These screens can be extended by adding tabs.  

 By adding tabs on the Details screen, information to be edited can be extended.  

 By adding tabs on the Search screen, it becomes possible to carry out some unique searching different from 

existing ones.  

At first, upon describing overview of operation of the tab screen, how to implement those tabs is described.  

3.1 Extending Details (registration/editing) screen 
At first, overview of tab extension on the Details screen is shown and then details on the implementation is 

described.  

3.1.1 Overview of operation of detail tabs 
Master Maintenance screen for IM-Common Master consists of its base part where Plug-ins are controlled and 

Plug-ins where data is displayed on the screen (in the tab) and data input/output to and from tables are actually 

carried out.  

Structure of Details screen is outlined in "Fig. 3-1: Overview of operation of detail tabs". 

 

 
Fig. 3-1: Overview of operation of detail tabs 

 

 To display information on the client side, the screen base calls each Plug-in on the server side. Each Plug-in 

obtains data and the screen base receives the data from each Plug-in and then transfers the received data to 

the client side. The client side delivers each of the transferred data according to the respective Plug-in. 

Plug-in processing on the client side carries out such as depicting the received data on the tab, thereby 

enabling users to edit the data.  

 When a user has edited data and pressed [Update] button on the screen, the screen base requires each 

Plug-in on the client side to collect information which should be made permanent. Each Plug-in processing 

on the client side collects information entered in its respective tab and returns the information to the screen 

base. The screen base gathers all the tab data and transfers the entire data, and then delivers data received 

from the client side to each Plug-in on the server side for processing. Plug-in processing on the server side 

carries out such as updating tables, based on the received data.  

 

Table 1 
Plug - in 1 

(Tab JSSP) 

Plug - in 2 
(Tab JSSP) 

Plug - in 3 
(Tab JSSP) 

Table 2 

Table 3 

Plug - in 1 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 2 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 3 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 1 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 2 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 3 
( javascript ) obtain 

update Client Side
 

Server Side
 

screen base 
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Considering the abovementioned descriptions, implementations as shown below are required for adding tabs as 

Plug-ins.  

 HTML or JSSP for depicting tabs 

 Javascript for handling data between tabs and screen base on the client side 

 Javascript for input/output of data having been made permanent on the server side 

In addition, Plug-in setting file (plugin.xml) is also required, the details of which is described in 4 "Implementing 

detail tabs".  

3.1.1.1 Sequence of screen activation 

 

Operational sequence of screen activation is shown in "Fig. 3-2: Sequence of activating a tab screen" as follows.  

Plugin 処理

Plugin 処理

サーバサイド処理クライアントサイド処理

画面基盤(CS) 画面基盤(SS)

画面起動

init()

Plugin1（基本タブ）

Plugin2（拡張したタブ）

Plugin1（基本タブ） Plugin2（拡張したタブ）

getDetail()

getDetail()

getDetail()

renderer()

renderer()

init

init()

②各Pluginが必要な情報を収集

①画面起動時の初期処理

④サーバサイドで収集した
　 データをフォームに設定

③クライアントサイドの
　 初期化処理

  
Fig. 3-2: Sequence of activating a tab screen 

Above is an example where there are two tabs (basic tab and extended tab). Below are the descriptions according to 

the processing order.  

Server Side processing 

screen base 
 (CS) 

screen activated ① initial processing upon screen activation 

screen base 
 (SS) 

Plug-in processing 

Plug-in processing 

Plug-in 1 
 (basic tab) 

Plug-in 2 
 (extended tab) 

Plug-in 2 
 (extended tab) 

Plug-in 1 
 (basic tab) 

② Each Plug-in collects  
necessary information 

③ Initial processing on  
Client Side 

④ Data collected on Server 
Side is rendered to the form 

Client Side processing 
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1. init (initial processing upon screen activation / server side processing)  

This is a request from the client side to display the screen. When a user activates the screen, this 
processing is executed first. Screen base carries out initialization and collection of Plug-in information.           

2. getDetail (obtaining information to be displayed / server side processing):  
This is a request for obtaining detailed information. This occurs automatically upon screen activation. 
Elsewhere, this may occur if, for example, latest information becomes necessary on the screen.  
At this point server side processing by each Plug-in is called. Prerequisite information is passed to the 
proper argument and therefore each Plug-in obtains and returns information to be displayed on the screen.  

3. init (screen initialization / client side processing) 
Client side processing by each Plug-in is called in order to execute initialization. No particular processing 
and/or returned value is expected by the screen base side.  

4. renderer (displaying contents on the screen / client side processing) 
Client side processing by each Plug-in is called in order to display information of each tab.  
Data returned from the server side processing as mentioned in step 2 is passed to the proper argument 
with no change.  

3.1.1.2 Sequence of update process 
Sequence of updating which occurs when a user triggers update action is shown in "Fig. 3-3: Sequence of execution 

of updating" as follows.  
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サーバサイド処理クライアントサイド処理

Plugin 処理Plugin 処理

④更新トランザクション

③更新前の検証処理

画面基盤(CS)

Plugin-1 Plugin-2

画面基盤(SS)

Plugin- Plugin-2

更新

validate()

validate()

modeler()

modeler()

②画面入力データの収集

①画面入力データの検証

setDetail()

validate()

validate()

setDetail()

setDetail()

表示処理など

validateでエラーがあった場合は
ここでエラー情報を返却します

トランザクションは画面基盤プログラムが管理します。
プラグイン処理がエラーを戻した場合、
トランザクションをロールバックします。

  
Fig. 3-3: Sequence of execution of update process 

 
1. validate (validating input value / client side processing) 

When a user has executed updating, validate() function is executed at first on the client side as a trigger 
for input checking in each tab. Each Plug-in checks the contents of the tab and returns an error in case of 
any problem. validate() is executed for every tab and if at least one error is returned, screen base displays 
an error message and stops updating.  

2. modeler (collecting input value / client side processing) 
The screen base executes modeler() for each Plug-in processing, in order to collect values input by the 
user in each tab. This processing needs to return the values input by the user in each tab as an Object that 
can be expressed in JSON string. This Object is passed to the Plug-in processing on the server side with 
no change.  
Screen base calls modeler() for every tab and sends all the entire information to the server side.  

3. validate (validating input value / server side processing) 
There is an opportunity to validate the input value again for the Plug-in, in order to, for example, carry 
out checking in relation to data stored on the database. validate() function (actual name will be mapped by 
plugin.xml file) is called on the server side as well as on the client side.  

4. setDetail (updating / server side processing) 
setDetail() function (also actual name will be mapped by plugin.xml file) is called for each Plug-in, in 
order to update the data having been collected from the client side. All the Plug-in data will be passed to 
the proper argument. Upon successful processing, the latest information will be obtained again and 
returned.  

Client Side processing Server Side processing 

screen base 
 (CS) 

screen base 
 (SS) 

Plug-in processing Plug-in processing 

① Validate screen input data 

② Collect screen input data 

③ Validation before update 

In case of any error at 
"validate", error information is 
returned here 

④ Update transaction 

Transactions are managed by screen base 
program. If any error is returned by Plug-in 
processing, transaction is rolled back.  

display processing, etc. 

update 
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3.1.2 Implementing detail tabs 
As previously described, the following items need to be made available for adding tabs.  

 plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in 

 JSSP (js+html) for building up UI within the tab 

 js file for handling data input/output and events on the client side 

 logic for access to data on the server side (js file) 

Below are the descriptions of details on these implementations according to the order.  

3.1.2.1 Creating plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in 
This section describes attachment tab for Item Details screen as an example.  

An example of an attachment tab for Items Details screen is shown in "List 3-1: plugin.xml for an attachment tab 

for Item Details screen".  

 

List 3-1: plugin.xml for an attachment tab for Item Details screen 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<plugin> 

 <extension point="jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.detail.contents"> 

  <detail_item_attach_config  

   name="standard"  

   id="jp.co.intra_mart.master.item.detail.attach"  

   version="8.0.0"  

   rank="3"> 

   <content  

    title="%tabname"  

    csjs="im.app.master.plugins.item.detail.tabs.attach.ItemAttach"  

    page="master/plugins/maintenance/item/detail/tabs/attach/item_attach"  

    min_height="280" 

    /> 

   <operations page="master/plugins/maintenance/item/detail/tabs/attach/item_attach" object=""> 

    <operation id="get_detail" method="getDetail"></operation> 

    <operation id="set_detail" method="setDetail"></operation> 

    <operation id="validate" method="validate"></operation> 

    <operation id="remove" method="remove"></operation> 

   </operations> 

  </detail_item_attach_config> 

 </extension> 

</plugin> 

 

For details on how to write plugin.xml and its structure, please refer to the manual on PluginManager. Descriptions 

herein are limited to the extent necessary for adding listeners.  
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 <extension> tag 

 "point" attribute: Extension point to which the tab should be extended is specified. For details on 

extension points provided in the Maintenance screen for IM-Common Master, please refer to 5.2 

"Information about extending Master Maintenance screen".  

 <detail_item_attach_config> tag 

 Any name may be assigned to this tag.  

 Attributes such as name, id, version, and rank are used for, for example, management of 

interdependence by PluginManager. For details, please refer to the document on PluginManager.  

 <content> tag 

 "title" attribute: Title to be displayed on the tab added is specified. Notations with "%" represent 

internationalized message keys. For details on internationalization, please refer to the document on 

PluginManager.  

 "csjs" attribute: Implementation which handles information about the tab on the client side is specified. 

This processing needs to be in some class format which can be managed by im-jspackman. FQDN of 

that class is specified herein.  

 "page" attribute: Path for the JSSP which builds up the UI within the tab is specified (with no 

extension).  

 "min_height" attribute: Minimum height required for display is specified in pixels. Unless otherwise 

specified, this will be automatically determined based on the required size for any other tab and/or 

actual size of the display area.  

 <operations> tag 

 "page" attribute: Path for the js file of the logic for access to data on the server side (with no extension).  

 <operation> tag: Indicates information for mapping the processing and implementation. Mapping of the 

method is defined for the id required on the screen base side.   

 "id" attribute: id attributes required to be defined in the details/update tab are "get_detail", "set_detail", 

"validate" and "remove", listed in "Table 3-2: Processings required to be implemented by the server 

side script". Four <operation> tags are required.  

 "method" attribute: Method name in the function container is specified, as specified by the "page" 

attribute of the <operations> tag. This should be described according to the abovementioned ID.  

This xml file should be located in the directory administered by PluginManager. Specifically, the path is as follows.  

 
<（deployed war）/WEB-INF/plugin/%plugin_id%/plugin.xml> 

 

In case of any change in plugin.xml, intra-mart needs to be restarted.  

3.1.2.2 Creating JSSP (js+html) for building up UI within the tab 
With respect to processings within JSSP, no particular description is required other than those may be required for 

initial display of the tab. It should be noted that argument of the initial "init" is different from ordinary ones.  

For "init", the argument which has been received by the Details screen will be passed as Object. Although the 

contents may vary depending on the function, largely the following contents would be passed.   

 basicInfo: Basic information used for screen display, such as base date and locale currently displayed.  

 parameters: parameters to be passed for depicting inside the tab.  

 isEdit: A flag that represents whether the screen is opened for new registration or for editing.  

 term: Information about the term currently being selected.  

 recordInfo: Business key for the paired information to be edited, when the screen is opened for editing.  

 parentInfo: Business key for any parent in case where an attachment structure is configured and that 

parent has been selected due to the current operation on the screen.  
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Details of the contents may vary depending on the function. For details, please refer to the document "List of 

extended interface definitions for IM-Common Master", which describes details on individual extension points 

provided by IM-Common Master.  

 

Files created herein should be located in the same place as the "page" properties of the <content> tag, as described 

in 3.1.2.1 "Creating plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in".  

3.1.2.3 Creating js file for handling data input/output and events on the client side 
With respect to data input/output, screen base program handles data communication as a whole on both the server 

side and the client side. For this reason, the client side requests the client side script of each Plug-in to display the 

data and to collect the data input by users. Screen base program calls any specific method of the client side script at 

some particular timing when, for example, updating the screen display is required or when [Update] button is 

pressed.  

The client side script should be a class defined according to the implementation method of im-JSPackman (based 

on the class name specified for the plugin.xml, it will be automatically loaded and instantiated by the screen base 

program).  

Processings required for client side processings are shown in "Table 3-1: List of methods required for the client 

side script" as follows.  

Table 3-1: List of methods required for the client side script 

 Method name Returns:  Remarks 

1 init(window) void This is called upon initial display of the tab. "window" object 

representing the tab itself is passed for the argument. No 

returned value is necessary.  

2 renderer(window, model) void This is called when updating the screen display (e.g. user action 

for updating screen display) is required. "window" object 

representing the tab itself and the content ("model") returned 

after execution of getting the server side processing (specified 

as id:get_details in plugin.xml) are passed for the argument 

with no change. No returned value is necessary.  

3 validate Object This is called immediately before "modeler" is called as shown 

below.  

Processing for input value validation may be implemented to 

the possible extent on the client side. Formats of the returned 

values are as follows. 
properties type remarks 
error boolean flag for error / no error 
message Array array of below objects 
1...n 
(array of 
subscripts) 

code number Plug-in specific error code  
message string error message 

If no particular problem is found, "error" should be configured 

as "true".  

4 modeler(window) Object This is called when screen data needs to be collected (e.g. for 

updating). An associative array with plugin id of each tab as its 

key, which contains the contents of the value returned by this 

function, will be passed for updating on the server side 

(specified as id:get_details in plugin.xml). No particular format 

has been designated. However, it is required that it can be 

expressed in JSON.  
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5 isUpdated(window) boolean This is called when checking is desired on whether contents of 

the tab on the screen base side have been changed by any user 

or not. (This is used for confirming whether any data being 

edited remains, e.g. at the time of screen transition.) Whether 

contents of the screen have been changed should be confirmed 

with true/false.  

If "true" is received, screen base side displays for the user a 

dialogue asking whether it is allowed to revoke the information 

being edited.  

 

These processings should be implemented in the class specified in 0 "Creating plugin.xml file for describing 

information about structure of the Plug-in" as "csjs" attribute of the <content> tag.  

Below is an example of an attachment tab for Items Details screen.  

 

List 3-2: An example of a client side js for an attachment tab for Items Details screen 
Package("im.app.master.plugins.item.detail.tabs.attach"); 

 

/** 

 * client side script for an attachment tab for Items Details screen 
 * 

 */ 

 

Class("im.app.master.plugins.item.detail.tabs.attach.ItemAttach").define( 

  

 im.app.master.plugins.item.detail.tabs.attach.ItemAttach = function () { 

   

  ・・・ (skipped) ・・・ 

   

  /** 

   * init 

   * initialization on the client side 
   * This is called upon completion of loading the tab.    **/ 

  this.init = function(tabwindow,basicInfo,param) { 

    

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * renderer 

   * depicting on the client side 
   * This is called when initial display and re-depicting inside the tab are required.  
   **/ 

  this.renderer = function(tabwindow,model,parameters) { 

   

   tabwindow.attach_term_data = model.data ? model.data : new Array(); 

   ・・・ (skipped) ・・・ 

    

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * modeler 

   * getting information on the client side 
   * This is called when information on the client side is transferred to the server side.  
   * This method returns the information edited in the tab, compiled in object.  
   **/ 

  this.modeler = function(tabwindow) { 

   var o = new Object(); 

   o.termsInfo = tabwindow.attach_term_data; 

   o.removedParents = tabwindow.removedParents; 

   return o; 

  }; 
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  /** 

   * validate 

   * validation on the client side 
   * This is called immediately before "modeler", and validates the value to the possible extent on the client side.  
   * In case of an error, an object will be returned configuring error flag / error message.  
   **/ 

  this.validate = function(contentWindow){ 

   return {}; 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * isUpdated 

   * When screen base attempts to close the screen and/or to transit the screen,  
   * this is called for confirming whether any data being edited has remained in the tab.  
   * If "true" is returned, a dialog will be displayed 

   * asking the user whether it is allowed to continue the processing despite the data being edited.  

   **/ 

  this.isUpdated = function(tabwindow){ 

   var propertyCount = 0; 

    

   for( var i=0; i<tabwindow.attach_term_data.length; i++  ){ 

    if(tabwindow.attach_term_data[i].modified || tabwindow.attach_term_data[i].created) { 

     return true; 

    } 

   } 

   if(tabwindow.removedParents && tabwindow.removedParents.length > 0){ 

    return true; 

   } 

   

   return false; 

  }; 

  

  /* constructor */ 

  { 

   this.superclass(); 

  } 

 } 

  

); 

 

Client side script should be located in a directory created according to the package name, under <(deployed 

war/csjs>.  

In the example above, location of the file is as follows, given the package is 

im.app.master.plugins.item.detail.tabs.attach and the class name is ItemAttach.  

 
<（deployed war）/csjs/im/app/master/plugins/item/detail/tabs/attach/ItemAttach.js> 
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3.1.2.4 Creating logic for access to data on the server side (js file) 
Processings are implemented which, for example, reflect the information collected by modeler() on the client side 

and search and return the information as may be required. 

File name and function name of the processing to be implemented must be identical to the values as defined in 0 

"Creating plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in".  

A js file should be created in the same location as the "page" attribute of <operations> tag, in which functions 

should be implemented with the same name as specified for the "method" attribute of <operation> tag.  

Methods required to be implemented in the Details screen are as follows. It should be noted that detailed definitions 

of arguments and expected returned values varies depending on the functions. Please refer to the separately 

published document “List of extended interface definitions for IM-Common Master”.  

 

Table 3-2: Processings required to be implemented by the server side script 

 Processing (id on 

plugin.xml) 

Remarks 

1 getting details 

(id:get_detail) 

This is called when detailed information about the subject being edited 

needs to be displayed on the screen.  

Result of this processing will be passed to renderer() on the client side 

with no change; so data which can be integrated should be returned.  

In addition, in case of an error, processing can be stopped by configuring 

in advance the error flag of the returned value as "true".  

2 validation (id:validate) This is called for validating the information edited in the Edit screen 

before updating it in the database. For every tab on the client side, an 

object in the format as collected by modeler() will be passed to the 

argument, as an associated array with the plugin-id as its key. On the 

Pug-in side, data corresponding to its Plugin-id needs to be taken out of 

this associated array and processed.  

In addition, in case of an error, processing can be stopped by configuring 

in advance the error flag of the returned value as "true".  

NOTE: "message" property is configured as array-type so that value 

validation could return multiple error messages concurrently.  

3 updating (id:set_detail) This handles, for example, updates the information edited in Edit screen 

to the database, thereby making it permanent. Same contents as 

validation will be passed to the argument. Upon completion, updated data 

should be returned. (same format as getting details)  

In case of an error, screen base may handle roll-back operation and 

displays an error message, by configuring in advance the error flag of the 

returned value as "true".  

4 removal (id:remove)  This processing removes the target entity. Same contents as updating will 

be passed to the argument.  

In case of an error, screen base may handle roll-back operation and 

displays an error message, by configuring in advance the error flag of the 

returned value as "true".   

 

Thus, implementation of tab extension for the Details screen complete.  
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3.2 Extending Search screen 
This section describes how to extend the search function of Master Maintenance screen. 

For details on extending pop-up type Common Search screen, please refer to 4 "Extending Common Search 

screen".  

3.2.1 Overview of operation of search condition tabs 
If existing search function that is already provided in the Search screen has any problem, some new screen for 

entering search conditions may be added in the form of a tab. How to add and overview of operation are similar to 

those of Details screen, whereas major difference is that processings across multiple tabs will not be handled.  

Operation of search condition tabs is outlined in “Figure 3-4: Overview of operation of search condition tabs" as 

follows.  

 

 
Figure 3-4: Overview of operation of search condition tabs 

 

 When carrying out searching, the tab into which input operation is currently done on the client side collects 

input values. Screen base transfers only data in that tab to the server, and passes the information for the 

corresponding Plug-in processings on the server side. The Plug-in processing on the server side carries out 

such as searching for tables, based on the received data.  

 Then search results will be displayed in the search results list by the screen base. Search results list is 

controlled by the screen base.  

 

As with the tabs in Details screen, the following are required for adding a tab as a Plug-in for Search screen.  

 HTML or JSSP for depicting tabs 

 Javascript for handling data between tabs and screen base on the client side 

 Javascript for searching for data among the information having been made permanent on the server side 

In addition, a setting file for adding a tab as a Plug-in also needs to be written, the details of which is described in 0 

"Implementing search tabs".  

3.2.1.1 Sequence of screen activation 
Operational sequence of screen activation is same as Details screen. Please refer to 0 "Sequence of screen 
activation". エラー! ブックマーク名が指定されていません。エラー! ブックマーク名が指定されていませ

ん。 

Table 1 
Plug - in 1 

(Tab JSSP) 

Plug - in 2 
(Tab JSSP) Table 2 

Plug - in 1 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 2 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 1 
( javascript ) 

Plug - in 2 
( javascript ) 

obtain 

search Client Side
 

Server Side
 

screen base 

search results display 
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3.2.1.2 Sequence of searching 
Operational sequence of searching is shown in "Fig. 3-5: Operational sequence of actual searching" as follows.  

 

サーバサイド処理クライアントサイド処理

Plugin 処理Plugin 処理
画面基盤(CS)

Plugin-1 Plugin-2

validate()

modeler()
②画面入力データの収集

①画面入力データの検証

画面基盤(SS)

Plugin-1 Plugin-2

validate()

search()

search()

④Pluginによる検索処理

③Pluginによる検索前検証処理

データの表示、メッセージ表示処理など

validateでエラーがあった場合はここでエラー情報を返却します

検索

画面で表示されているタブに当たるPluginのみ実行します。

 
Fig. 3-5: Operational sequence of actual searching 

 
1. validate (validating input value / client side processing) 

If a user carries out searching, validation of input values currently being displayed is executed first. 
Screen base calls "validate" method in the Plug-in, and checks on whether the input values include any 
error.  

2. modeler (collecting input value / client side processing) 
If there is no problem with the validation of the input values, then "modeler" method in the Plug-in is 
called in order to collect search conditions entered by the user. Information entered by the user is 
collected while processing this method, which will be returned in the form of an Object that can be 
expressed in JSON string.  

3. validate (validating input value /server side processing) 
There is another opportunity on the server side for checking the input values again. Validation requiring 
comparison of the data with those on the database is carried out by this method. In case of any error, 
returned value will be returned in the predetermined format.  

4. search (searching /server side processing) 
Actual searching is executed. Results returned here will be displayed in the pane for search results by the 
screen base. Returned value is an array of objects. Details on properties to be presented and the manner of 
display should be specified in plugin.xml.  

3.2.2 Implementing search tabs 
As with detail tabs, the following items need to be made available.  

 plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in 

 JSSP (js+html) for building up UI within the tab 

 js file for handling data input/output and events on the client side 

Client Side processing Server Side processing 

Plug-in processing Plug-in processing screen base 
 (CS) 

screen base 
 (SS) search 

① Validate screen input data 

② Collect screen input data 

③ Validation before searching 
by Plug-in  

④ Search by Plug-in  

In case of any error at "validate", 
error information is returned here 

data display, message display, etc. 

Only the Plug-in corresponding to the tab 
shown on the screen is executed. 
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 logic for access to data on the server side (js file) 

Although implementation format is same as the tabs for Details screen, methods to be used and some of the 

arguments to be handled are different. However, it should be noted that in many cases search results would be used 

for some processing after searching and therefore attention needs to be paid to the format of search results.  

Below are the details.  

3.2.2.1 plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in 
This section describes basic tab for Item Search screen as an example.  

List 3-3: Item Search screen - plugin.xml for basic tab 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<plugin> 

  <extension point="jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.search.criteria"> 

    <search_criteria_config name="standard" id="jp.co.intra_mart.master.item.criteria.main" version="8.0.0" rank="1"> 

      <content  

          title="%jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.search.criteria.content.tabname"  

          csjs="im.app.master.plugins.item.search.tabs.main.SearchMain"  

          page="master/plugins/maintenance/item/search/tabs/main/itemcategory_main" 

          min_height = "150"  

      /> 

      <operations page="master/plugins/maintenance/item/search/tabs/main/itemcategory_main" object=""> 

        <operation id="search" method="search"></operation> 

        <operation id="validate" method="validate"></operation> 

      </operations> 

      <list> 

        <columns> 

          <column  

            id="edit"  

            type="icon"  

            icon="images/icons/16x16/report--pencil.png" 

            name="%jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.search.criteria.content.list.edit"  

            title="%jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.search.criteria.content.list.edit"  

            jsaction="im.app.master.plugins.item.search.frame.item#clickList"  

            width="40" 

            /> 

          <column id="code"  

                  name="%jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.search.criteria.content.list.code"  

                  width="150"></column> 

          <column id="description"  

                  name="%jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.search.criteria.content.list.name" 

            width="250" sortable="false"></column> 

          <column id="deleteFlag" name="delete flag" width="200" visible="false" indicator="true" color="#ff0000" /> 

        </columns> 

      </list> 

    </search_criteria_config> 

  </extension> 

</plugin> 

 

For details on how to write plugin.xml and its structure, please refer to the manual on PluginManager. Descriptions 

herein are limited to the extent necessary for adding tabs.  

 

 <extension> tag 

 "point" attribute: Extension point to which the tab should be extended is specified. For details on 

extension points provided in the Maintenance screen for IM-Common Master, please refer to 5.2 

"Information about extending Master Maintenance screen".  

 <search_criteria_config> tag 

 attribute valueAttributes such as name, id, version, and rank are used for, for example, management of 

interdependence by PluginManager. For details, please refer to the document on PluginManager.  

 Tag name is optional.  

 <content> tag 
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 "title" attribute: Title to be displayed on the tab added is specified. Notations with "%" represent 

internationalized message keys. For details on internationalization, please refer to the manual on 

PluginManager.  

 "csjs" attribute: Processing which handles information about the tab on the client side is configured. 

This processing needs to be in some class format which can be managed by im-jspackman. FQDN of 

that class is specified herein.  

 "page" attribute: Path for the JSSP which builds up the UI within the tab is specified (with no 

extension).  

 "min_height" attribute: Minimum height required for display is specified in pixels. Unless otherwise 

specified, this will be automatically determined based on the required size for any other tab and/or 

actual size of the display area.  

 <operations> tag 

 "page" attribute: Path for the js file of the logic for access to data on the server side (with no extension).  

 <operation> tag: Indicates information for mapping the processing and implementation. Mapping of the 

method is defined for the id required on the screen base side.   

 "id" attribute: id attributes required to be defined in the search condition tab are "search" and "validate", 

listed in "logic for access to data on the server side" as described above. Two <operation> tags are 

required.  

 "method" attribute: Method name in the function container is specified, as specified by the "page" 

attribute of the <operations> tag. This should be described according to the abovementioned ID.  

 <list> tag: Settings concerning search results are configured. There is no attribute.  

 <columns> tag: There is no attribute. Settings for the columns to be displayed on the screen subordinately 

are listed.  

 <column> tag: This represents the column of the pane in which search results are displayed. Manner of 

displaying search results is configured.  

 "name" attribute: Name to be displayed in the column header is configured.  

 "id" attribute: Search results to be returned by the implementation of searching and the column are 

mapped. Search results need to be in the format of an array of objects, and among the properties of such 

objects, property name to be used for displaying this column is configured.   

 "width" attributed (may be omitted): Initial display width of this column can be specified. By default, 

the width is configured equally as much as possible, taking client display area into consideration. The 

column positioned at rightmost in the list is extended automatically to the right edge on the display.  

 "visible" attributed (may be omitted): Whether this column is displayed or hidden can be specified. It 

will be displayed by default. It will be hidden if configured as "false".  

 "indicator" attribute (may be omitted): This relates to "color" attribute below. Name of the property that 

represents the flag for changing display color is configured.  

If this attribute has been configured, screen base checks the property having the name as specified with 

"indicator" attribute of each object of the search results, and if the property is configured as "true", 

characters in that row will be displayed with the color as specified in "color" attribute.  

 "color" attribute (may be omitted): This relates to "indicator" attribute. Display color can be specified to 

be displayed if the property indicated by "indicator" attribute of the object of the search results is 

configured as "true". Valid string for the color specification of the style sheet should be specified.  

 

This xml file should be located in the directory administered by PluginManager. Specifically, the path is as follows.  

 
<（deployed war）/WEB-INF/plugin/%plugin_id%/plugin.xml> 
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In case of any change in plugin.xml, intra-mart needs to be restarted.  

 

3.2.2.2 JSSP (js+html) for building up UI within the tab 
With respect to processings within JSSP, no particular processing is required.  

Although the contents may vary depending on the function, largely the following contents would be passed to the 

argument for "init".   

 basicInfo: Basic information used for screen display, such as base date and locale currently displayed.  

Details of the contents may vary depending on the function. For details on methods and contents of arguments, 

please also refer to the separately published document "List of extended interface definitions for IM-Common 

Master".  

 

This file should be located in the same place as the "page" properties of the <content> tag, as described in "List 3-3: 

Item Search screen - plugin.xml for basic tab".  

 

3.2.2.3 Creating js file for handling data input/output and events on the client side 
As with extending detail/update tabs, with respect to data input/output, screen base program handles data 

communication as a whole on both the server side and the client side. Screen base program calls any specific 

method of the client side script at some particular timing when, for example, updating the screen display is required 

or when [Search] button is pressed.  

 

Table 3-3: List of methods required for the client side script 

 Method name Returns:  Remarks 

1 init(window) void Upon initial display of the tab, "window" object representing the 

tab itself is passed for the argument. No returned value is 

necessary.  

2 renderer(window, 

model) 

void This is called when updating the data displayed on the screen is 

required (e.g. user action for updating screen display). "window" 

object representing the tab itself and the content returned after 

execution of getting the server side processing (specified as 

id:get_details in plugin.xml) are passed for the argument with no 

change. No returned value is necessary.  

3 validate(window) Object This is called for validating the values on the client side, when 

transmitting the screen data to the server. Basically, this is called 

immediately before "modeler". Formats of the returned values 

are as follows.  
properties type remarks 
error boolean flag for error / no error 
message Array array of below objects 
1...n 
(array of 
subscripts) 

code number Plug-in specific error code  
message string error message 

 

If no particular problem is found, "error" flag should be 

configured as "false".  

4 modeler(window) Object This is called when screen data needs to be collected (e.g. for 

searching). An associative array with plugin id of each tab as its 

key, which contains the contents of the value returned by this 
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function, will be passed for updating on the server side 

(specified as id:get_details in plugin.xml). It is required that it 

can be expressed in JSON. 

5 hasValidInput(window) boolean This is called, when mass data mode has been configured, upon 

execution of searching.  

A boolean value should be returned on whether currently 

configured conditions are sufficient for execute searching.  

If "false" is returned, processing will be stopped.  

6 clear(window) void If [Clear] button is provided on the screen, this is called every 

time clearing is executed. No returned value is necessary.  

 

These processings should be implemented in the class specified in 0 "Creating plugin.xml file for describing 

information about structure of the Plug-in" as "csjs" attribute of the <content> tag.  

Below is an example of a basic tab for Items Search screen.  

 

List 3-2: An example of a client side js for a basic tab for Items Search screen 
Package("im.app.master.plugins.item.search.tabs.main"); 

 

/** 

 * client side script for a basic tab for Items Search screen 

 * 

 **/ 

Class("im.app.master.plugins.item.search.tabs.main.SearchMain").define( 

  

 im.app.master.plugins.item.search.tabs.main.SearchMain = function () { 

 

  var initmodel; 

   

  /** 

   * init  

   * initialization processing  This is called upon completion of loading the tab. 

   **/ 

  this.init = function(parentWindow,basicInfo) { 

   var parentElement = parentWindow.document; 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * renderer 

   * depicting the screen. This is called for initial display and when redisplay is required.  

   **/ 

  this.renderer = function(parentWindow,model) { 

   var parentElement = parentWindow.document; 

 

   var targets = searchElementByName(parentElement,"target")[0]; 

   ・・・ (skipped) ・・・ 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * modeler 

   * Collecting input values during searching. 

   * This is called when [Search] button is pressed on the screen.  
   **/ 

  this.modeler = function(parentWindow) { 

   var parentElement = parentWindow.document; 

   var model = new Object(); 

 

   ・・・ (skipped) ・・・ 

 

   } 

   model.category = searchElementByName(parentElement,"category")[0].value; 
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   model.categoryset = searchElementByName(parentElement,"categoryset")[0].value; 

 

  ・・・ (skipped) ・・・ 

 

   model.searchname = parentElement.getElementById("searchname").checked; 

   model.ignore = searchElementByName(parentElement,"ignore")[0].checked; 

   return model; 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * clear 

   * Clearing the fields for entering search conditions.  
   * This is called when [Clear] button is pressed on the screen.  
   **/ 

  this.clear = function(parentWindow) { 

   var parentElement = parentWindow.document; 

 

   searchElementByName(parentElement,"searchbelow")[0].checked = false; 

 

  ・・・ (skipped) ・・・ 

 

   searchElementByName(parentElement,"searchname")[0].value = ""; 

  }; 

 

  /** 

   * validate 

   * Validating input values during searching.This is called immediately before "modeler".  

   **/ 

  this.validate = function(parentWindow) { 

   var parentElement = parentWindow.document; 

   var o = new Object(); 

   o.error = false; 

   o.messages = new Array(); 

   //o.messages[o.messages.length] = {"message" : "error!", "code" : 1}; 

    

   return o; 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * hasValidInput 

   * Determination on whether valid search conditions have been provided during searching.  
   * This is called for determination on whether valid search conditions have been entered in the tab,  
   * so that the function for preventing exhaustive search could be realized.  
   **/ 

  this.hasValidInput = function(parentWindow){ 

   var parentElement = parentWindow.document; 

    

   if(searchElementByName(parentElement, "keyword")[0].value.replace(/ /g, "") == ""){ 

    return false; 

   }else{ 

    return true; 

   } 

  }; 

   

  ・・・ (skipped) ・・・ 

 } 

); 

 

Client side script should be located in a directory created according to the package name, under <(deployed 

war/csjs>. In the example of basic tab for Items Search screen shown above, location of the file is as follows, given 

the package name is im.app.master.plugins.item.search.tabs.main and the class name is SearchMain.  

 
<（deployed war）/csjs/im/app/master/plugins/item/search/tabs/main/SearchMain.js> 
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3.2.2.4 Creating logic for access to data on the server side (js file) 
Processings are implemented which, based on the information collected by modeler() on the client side and search 

and return the information. 

File name and function name of the processing to be implemented must be identical to the values as defined in 0 

"Creating plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in".  

These should be implemented in accordance with the following descriptions. With respect to arguments and 

returned values, please also refer to the separately published document "List of extended listener definitions for 

IM-Common Master" which defines the details of them for each extension point.  

 

Table 3-4: Processings required to be implemented by the server side script 

 Processing (id on 

plugin.xml) 

Remarks 

1 searching (id:search) * This is called upon execution of searching.  

Based on the conditions entered on the screen, 

processing for searching is implemented. An object 

created by modeler() on the client side is passed to the 

argument. For searching, only implementation for the 

currently displayed Plug-in tab is called. Object of this 

result must be identical to the "column" configuration 

as defined in plugin.xml.  

In case of an error in searching, processing can be 

stopped by configuring in advance the error flag of the 

returned value as "true".  

2 validation (id:validate) This is called for validating the information edited in 

the Edit screen before searching for it in the database. 

An object created by modeler() on the client side tab is 

passed to the argument.  
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4 Extending Common Search screen 
Common Search screen is a function for searching, implemented so that processing for searching in IM-Common 

Master could be shared from applications.  

 

Common Search screen consists of three components: screen base, basic information area, and tag Plug-in.  

By adding a tab as a Plug-in, searching can be integrated in the Common Search screen.  

4.1 Operational overview 
Below are the overview of structure and operation of implementation, mainly focusing on the base of Common 

Search screen and Plug-in interfaces.  

4.1.1 Common Search screen: operational overview of tabs 
Common Search screen consists of: base part where window of Search screen is created, tab extension is called and 

search results are delivered; and tab Plug-in where actual searching is carried out and values selected by users are 

passed to the base part. Unlike tabs for Master Maintenance screen, Plug-in is not split into UI and DB access 

processing. The entire processing ranging from initial display, receiving search conditions, searching, through to 

displaying search results, is implemented so as to be carried out by the Plug-in.  

In the base part, basic conditions (search base date, locale, whether removal information should be included or not, 

etc.) are managed, and search results are received and organized.  

Structure of Common Search screen is outlined in "Fig. 4-1: Overview of operation of common search tabs" as 

follows. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4-1: Overview of operation of common search tabs 

 

4.1.1.1 Single-selection mode and Multi-selection mode 
Screen base is able to switch between whether in the Search screen multiple results are selected or a single result is 

selected, depending on the parameter at the time of activation. In case of single-selection, the item selected in the 

tab is used as selection result, whereas in case of multi-selection, list of items currently selected is presented on the 

right side of the tab pane, in which selected items may be saved.  

 

screen base 

read 

obtain results 

search inside Plug-in 
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Fig. 4-2: Single-selection mode and Multi-selection mode 

 

User interaction varies depending on whether single-selection is opted or multi-selection is opted. Tab side needs to 

be able to respond to both options.  

 In single-selection, only one item may be selected. A single value needs to be returned upon request for 

results from the screen base.  

 In multi-selection, buttons are provided for selecting individually and for selecting all and therefore it needs 

to be able to return multiple results. Button for selecting individually may return multiple values if not 

single selection but multiple values are selected concurrently in the tab.  

To address these requirements, several predefined processings need to be implemented. Below are the details.  

4.1.1.2 Sequence from screen activation to result selection 
Operational sequence of Common Search screen is shown in "Fig. 4-3: Operational sequence of Common Search 

screen" as follows.  

Although init() is called on the client side, screen base does not involve since Plug-in side needs to execute initial 

display, searching, and then display search results. Base side manages such as search base date and locale, which 

might be changed by users but in case of change in basic conditions tab Plug-in will be read again with same 

sequence as initial display.  
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Plugin 処理

サーバサイド処理クライアントサイド処理

画面基盤(CS) 画面基盤(SS)

画面起動

init()

Plugin1（JSSP）
Plugin1（JSSP)

init

初期画面表示

Plugin任意の検索処理

検索結果表示

ユーザによる検索の実行

選択

onSelect

画面の個別選択ボタン（右矢印）が押される、
または決定ボタンが押下された場合、
現在選択されている結果をPluginが返す。

onClose

閉じる()

特に何もしない

Plugin1(CSJS)

結果取得

 
Fig. 4-3: Operational sequence of Common Search screen 

 

4.1.1.3 Handling events which occurs from the base part 
Later in Fig. 3-4 "Operational sequence of Common Search screen", onSelect() on the client side is called from the 

screen base side. This occurs when a user triggers an action to select some value from the search results. In addition, 

several other events have been defined and the Plug-in needs to be able to address requirements from each of them.  

Events for which the screen base side requests the Plug-in to handle are as follows.  

 
1. Tab is initialized (init) 

This is called upon completion of reading the tab. 
 

2. Button for selecting individually is pressed (onSelect) 
This is called when the button for selecting individually is pressed (multi-selection mode) or [OK] button 
is pressed (single-selection mode).  
 

3. Button for selecting all is pressed (onSelectAll) 
This request occurs only when the screen has been activated in multi-selection mode. This is called when 
[Select All] button is pressed.  
 

4. Button for deselecting individually is pressed (onDeselect) 
This request occurs only when the screen has been activated in multi-selection mode. This is called for 
deselecting any items having already been in the list of selected items. The items itself may be removed 
by the base.  
 

5. Button for deselecting all is pressed (onDeselectAll) 

Client Side processing Server Side processing 

screen base 
 (CS) 

screen base 
 (SS) 

screen activated 

Plug-in processing 

initial screen display 

arbitrary search by Plug-in 

search results 

search by user 

select 

obtain results 

close() 

nothing  
particular 

If individual selection button (right arrow) is 
pressed or "OK" button is pressed on the 
screen, currently selected result is returned 
by Plug-in. 
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This request occurs only when the screen has been activated in multi-selection mode. This is called for 
deselecting all the items having already been in the list of selected items. The items itself may be 
removed by the base.  
 

6. [OK] button is pressed (onDecide) 
This is called when [OK] button at the bottom of the screen is pressed.  
 

7. Closing the window (onClose) 
This is called when [Close] button at the right-top of the screen is pressed.  
 

These processings must be implemented as js on the client side, and be handled properly.  

4.2 Details on implementation 

4.2.1 Implementing common search tabs 
To add tabs to be used in Common Search screen, the following items need to be made available.  

 plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in 

 JSSP (html + js) for searching inside the tab 

 js (csjs) for handling, on the client side, events from the base part 

4.2.1.1 Creating plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in 
This section describes plugin.xml for user search (keyword) tab as an example.  

 

List 4-1: plugin.xml for user search (keyword) tab 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<plugin> 

 <extension point="jp.co.intra_mart.common.search.tabs"> 

  <search name="standard" id="jp.co.intra_mart.master.app.search.tabs.user.list_user" version="8.0.0" rank="1"> 

   <content  

    title="%tabtitle" 

    csjs="im.app.search.plugins.tabs.user.keyword.Keyword" 

    page="im_master/plugins/app/search/tabs/user/keyword/keyword" 

    min_width="450" 

    min_height="325" 

   /> 

  </search> 

 </extension> 

</plugin> 

 

 <extension> tag 

 "point" attribute: Extension point to which the tab for Common Search screen should be extended is 

specified. This value is same for tabs for Common Search screen.  

 <search> tag 

 Attributes such as name, id, version, and rank are used for, for example, management of 

interdependence by PluginManager. For details, please refer to the document on PluginManager.  

 Tag name is optional.  

 <content> tag 

 "title" attribute: Title to be displayed on the tab added is specified. Notations with "%" represent 

internationalized message keys. For details on internationalization, please refer to the manual on 

PluginManager.  

 "csjs" attribute: Processing which handles information about the tab on the client side is configured. 

This processing needs to be in some class format which can be managed by im-jspackman (for details 

on im-JSPackman, please check the API in the client side library). FQDN of that class is specified 

herein.  
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 "page" attribute: Path for the JSSP which builds up the UI within the tab is specified (with no 

extension).  

 "min_height" and "min_width" attributes: Minimum height and width required for display are specified 

in pixels. Unless otherwise specified, these will be automatically determined based on the required size 

for any other tab and/or actual size of the display area.  

 

This xml file should be located in the directory administered by PluginManager. Specifically, the path is as follows.  

 
<（deployed war）/WEB-INF/plugin/%plugin_id%/plugin.xml> 

 

In case of any change in plugin.xml, intra-mart needs to be restarted.  

 

4.2.1.2 Creating JSSP (html + js) for searching inside the tab 
Basically, all the processings for searching are implemented by JSSP. Like ordinary JSSP, init() is read out first. 

For arguments, the object with parameters exactly as received by the Common Search screen will be passed. For 

object format which may be accepted by Common Search screen, please refer to "IM-Common Master Search 

Screen Specifications" in which such formats are defined.  

 

This file should be located in the same place as the "page" properties of the <content> tag, as described in  

"Creating plugin.xml file for describing information about structure of the Plug-in".  

 

4.2.1.2.1 Notes on creating html 
Depending on the type and/or version of the browser used, initial processing may not operate exactly as described 

in "Fig 4-3: Operational sequence of Common Search screen. Therefore, the following needs to be implemented in 

the html of the search tab.  

 

List 4-2: Sample of html of a search tab 
<imart type="head"> 

・・ (skipped) ・・ 

        // importing jspackman class 

        Import("im.app.search.control.PageHandler");                   ･･･････① 

        // executing initial processing 

        Main.invoke("this"); 

 

        function main(args) { 

            pc = new im.app.search.control.PageHandler("global_instance", createPage);     ･･･････② 

            pc.execute(); 

        } 

 

        function createPage() { 

            try { 

                // main processing of the plugin is described here 

                ・・ (skipped) ・・ 

            } finally { 

                lwc.stopLoading(); 

                window.global_instance.completeNotice();                   ･･･････③ 

            } 

        } 

・・ (skipped) ・・ 

</imart> 

・・ (skipped) ・・ 

 
1. Import PageHandler in the header portion of the search tab. 
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2. Create the instance of PageHandler. For the second argument, define the method in which main 
processing of the search tab has been described.  

3. Upon completion of main processing of the search tab, call completeNotice.  

 

 

4.2.1.3 Creating js for handling, on the client side, events from the base part 
On the client side, search results need to be handled in response to the user action in the base part, and therefore 

some specific method of the client side is called at some particular timing.  

The client side script should be a class defined according to the implementation method of im-JSPackman (based 

on the class name specified for the plugin.xml, it will be automatically loaded and instantiated by the screen base 

program).  

Processings required for client side processings are shown below.  

 

Table 4-1: List of methods required for the client side script 

 Method name Returns:  Remarks 

1 init(window, params) void This is called, during screen activation, upon completion of 

loading the tab. No particular operation is expected from the 

base side.  

arguments: 

window: window object that represents IFRAME of the tab 

params : activation argument 

2 onSelect( window ) Array This is called when the user does selection. Values currently 

selected should be incorporated in the array and be returned, in 

the format as described in 0 "Format of results".  

This is called when [OK] button is pressed (single-selection) or 

when the button for selecting individually is pressed 

(multi-selection mode; icon with right arrow).  

arguments: 

window: window object that represents IFRAME of the tab 

3 onSelectAll( window ) Array This is called when the user opts "select-all" action (pressing 

the icon with right double arrow). Values currently selected 

should be incorporated in the array and be returned, in the 

format as described in 0 "Format of results".  

arguments: 

window: window object that represents IFRAME of the tab 

4 onDeselect(window, items) boolean This is called when the user opts "deselect" action (pressing the 

icon with left arrow). Object to be deselected is passed to the 

argument and called with respect to all the tabs.  

Processing of deselecting the item is carried out on the screen 

base side, and therefore no particular operation is expected 

from the base side.  

arguments: 

window: window object that represents IFRAME of the tab 

items : array of deselected objects 

5 onDeselectAll(window, 

items) 

boolean This is called when the user opts "deselect-all" action (pressing 

the icon with left double arrow). Object to be deselected is 
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passed to the argument and called with respect to all the tabs.  

Processing of deselecting the item is carried out on the screen 

base side, and therefore no particular operation is expected 

from the base side.  

arguments: 

window: window object that represents IFRAME of the tab 

items : array of deselected objects 

6 onDecide( window ) boolean This is called when [OK] button is pressed by the user.  

No particular operation is expected from the base side.  

arguments: 

window: window object that represents IFRAME of the tab 

7 onClose( window ) boolean This is called when [] button in the title bar is pressed by the 

user.  

No particular operation is expected from the base side.  

arguments: 

window: window object that represents IFRAME of the tab 

 

In addition, there is "im.app.search.abstracts.AbstractTab" class in which necessary methods have been 
pre-implemented (actually <（deployed war）/csjs/im/app/search/abstracts/AbstractTab.js>). By inheriting this class 

and implementing, it is not necessary to override unnecessary methods.  

 

List 4-1: AbstractTab.js 
/** 

 * The class handling @fileoverview is defined. <br/> 

 */ 

Package("im.app.search.abstracts"); 

 

Class("im.app.search.abstracts.AbstractTab").define( 

 im.app.search.abstracts.AbstractTab = function() { 

  this.superclass(); 

   

  /* object for access to the function provided by the screen base is stored.*/ 
  this.parent; 

   

  /**  

   * override is necessary 

   * This is called upon completion of loading the tab. No returned value is necessary.   

   * @param {window} window - window object representing the frame in the tab 

   * @param {Object params} - activation argument object 

   **/ 

  this.init = function(window, params){ 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * override is necessary 

   * This is called when, for example,  

   *selection button is pressed on the screen base side to request currently selected information.  
   * Information currently selected in the tab is returned as JSON object in the predefined format.  
   * By returning an array, it can be used as collective multiple selection. If not multiple, only the first one is used.  

   * In case of no information selected or invalid information, null is returned.  
   *  

   * @param {window} window - window object representing the frame in the tab 

   **/ 

  this.onSelect = function(window){ 

  }; 

   

  /** 
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   * override is necessary 

   * This is called when, for example,  

   * [select-all] button is pressed on the screen base side to request all the current search results.  
   * Information currently selected in the tab is returned as JSON object in the predefined format.  
   * By returning an array, it can be used as collective multiple selection. If not multiple, only the first one is used.  

   * In case of no information selected or invalid information, null is returned.  
   *  

   * @param {window} window - window object representing the frame in the tab 

   **/ 

  this.onSelectAll = function(window){ 

  }; 

   

   

  /** 

   * This is called when the item is deselected on the screen base side.  
   * For most of the tabs there should be no need to handle this.  
   * This is called with respect to all the tabs.  
   * @param {window} window - window object representing the frame in the tab 

   * @param {Object} items - deselected object.  

   *If more than one, this is passed in an array, and regardless of the type.  

   **/ 

  this.onDeselect = function(window, items){ 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * This is called when the all the items are deselected on the screen base side.  
  * For most of the tabs there should be no need to handle this. 

  * This is called with respect to all the tabs.  

   * @param {window} window - window object representing the frame in the tab 

   * @param {Object} items - deselected objects. 

   * If more than one, this is passed in an array, and regardless of the type.  

   **/ 

  this.onDeselectAll = function(window, items){ 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * This is called when the selection is decided on the screen base side.  
  * For most of the tabs there should be no need to handle this. 

  * This is called with respect to all the tabs.  

   * @param {window} window - window object representing the frame in the tab 

   * @param {Object} items - object for which the selection is decided.  

   *If more than one, this is passed in an array, and regardless of the type.  

   **/ 

  this.onDecide = function(window, items){ 

  }; 

   

  /** 

   * This is called when [Close] button is pressed on the screen base side.  
  * For most of the tabs there should be no need to handle this. 

  * This is called with respect to all the tabs.  

   * @param {window} window - window object representing the frame in the tab 

   **/ 

  this.onClose = function(window){ 

  }; 

 } 

); 

 

Client side script should be located in a directory created according to the package name, under <(deployed 

war/csjs>.  
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4.2.1.3.1 Format of results 
Results should be returned in an array of objects in the format as shown below.  

 

Property name Type Remarks 

data Object Contents of the record obtained actually from the database should be 

configured as an object.  

type string This represents the type of this object. This is presented so as to 

determine the type mainly from the Plug-in side to the screen base side. 

On the screen base side, this is used to confirm that same item has not 

been selected for the type and keyFields.  

keyFields Array array of character strings.  

Properties names should be configured in an array for properties being 

the keys representing uniqueness within "data". This is used as 

information for avoiding overlapping selection on the screen base side.  

Specifically, properties having names configured as keyFields are 

obtained from "data", and checked for overlapping by comparison 

including checking on whether they are of the same "type".  

displayName string Display string used for displaying the object on the screen.  



 
Appendix 
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5 Appendix 

5.1 Information about extending Managers 

5.1.1 List of extension points for Managers 
Extension points published for adding listeners to Managers and for changing implementation classes are as shown 

in "Table 5-1: List of extension points for Managers".  

 

Table 5-1: List of extension points for Managers 

 Manager Extension point 

1 CompanyGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.company_group 

2 CompanyManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.company 

3 CorporationGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.corporation_group 

4 CorporationManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.corporation 

5 CurrencyManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.currency 

6 CustomerManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.customer 

7 ItemCategoryManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.item_category 

8 ItemManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.item 

9 PrivateGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.private_group 

10 PublicGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.public_group 

11 UserManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.accessor.user 

5.1.2 List of listener interfaces 
When creating a listener, one of the interfaces as shown below needs to be implemented.  

 

Table 5-2: List of listener interfaces for each Manager 

 Manager Interface FQDN 

1 CompanyGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.company_group.CompanyGroupListener 

2 CompanyManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.company.CompanyListener 

3 CorporationGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.corporation_group. CorporationGroupListener 

4 CorporationManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.corporation.CorporationListener 

5 CurrencyManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.currency.CurrencyListener 

6 CustomerManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.customer.CustomerListener 

7 ItemCategoryManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.item_category.ItemCategoryListener 

8 ItemManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.item.ItemListener 

9 PrivateGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.private_group.PrivateGroupListener 

10 PublicGroupManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.public_group.PublicGroupListener 

11 UserManager jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.user.UserListener 
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5.2 Information about extending Master Maintenance screen 

5.2.1 Details on extension points for the screen and arguments for each processing 
Extension points required when extending Master Maintenance screen are shown in "Table 5-3: List of extension 

points for each screen" as follows.  

 

Table 5-3: List of extension points for each screen 

 Function Screen Extension point 

1 User Search jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.user.search.criteria 

 Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.user.detail 

2 Company/ 

Department 

Company/Department 

Search 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.company.search.criteria 

 Company/Department 

Details 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.company.detail 

 Post Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.post.detail 

3 Public group Public group Search jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.publicgroup.search.criteria 

 Public group Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.publicgroup.detail 

 Role Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.post.detail 

4 Company group Search jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.companygroup.search.criteria 

 Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.companygroup.detail 

5 Item category / 

Item 

Item category / Item 

Search 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.search.criteria 

 Item category / Item 

Details 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.itemcategory.detail 

 Item Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.item.detail 

6 Corporation 

group 

Search jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.corporationgroup.search.criteria 

 Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.corporationgroup.detail 

7 Corporation/ 

Customer 

Corporation/Customer 

Search 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.customer.search.criteria 

 Corporation Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.corporation.detail 

 Customer Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.customer.detail 

8 Currency Currency Search jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.currency.search.criteria 

 Currency Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.currency.detail 

 Currency precision 

Details 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.currency_precision.detail 

 Currency conversion 

code Details 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.currency_conversion.detail 

 Currency rate Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.currency_rate.detail 

9 User category Category Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.usercategory.detail 

 Category item Details jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.usercategoryitem.detail 

10 Public group 

category 

Public group category 

Details 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.publicgroupcategory.detail 

 Public group category 

item Details 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.publicgroupcategoryitem.detail 

11 Department Department category jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.departmentcategory.detail 
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category Details 

 Department category 

item Details 

jp.co.intra_mart.foundation.master.setting.departmentcategoryitem.detail 

5.2.2 Method interface for extending tabs 
 For each extension point listed in "Table 5-3: List of extension points for each screen", required method and 

argument are different.  

For detailed descriptions on each extension point, please refer to the separately published document "List of 

extended listener definitions for IM-Common Master".  

5.3 Information about extending Common Search screen 

5.3.1 Extension point for Common Search screen 
There is only one extension point for adding tabs to Common Search screen as shown below.  

 

  Extension point 

1 addition tab for Common Search screen jp.co.intra_mart.common.search.tabs 
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